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Taxi Trip Fare

Photo by Andre Benz on Unsplash

Observations: 14,776,615 

Variables: 11 

File Size: 1.55G 

chr  [4]: medallion, hack_license, vendor_id, payment_type 

dbl  [6]: fare_amount, surcharge, mta_tax, tip_amount, tolls_amount, total_amount 

dttm [1]: pickup_datetime
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All characters
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Other features



vroom("taxi.csv") %>% 
  dplyr::select(medallion, pickup_datetime, ends_with("amount")) 

# select 
vroom("taxi.csv", 
  col_select = list(medallion, pickup_datetime, ends_with("amount"))) 

# remove 
vroom("taxi.csv", col_select = -hack_license) 

# rename 
vroom("taxi.csv", col_select = list(taxi = medallion, everything()))
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vroom(c("taxi_1.csv", "taxi_2.csv"), id = "path")
Multiple files
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vroom(c("taxi_1.csv", "taxi_2.csv"), id = "path")
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vroom_fwf(altrep = TRUE)      740 ms 
vroom_fwf(altrep = FALSE)    10.1sec 
readr::read_fwf()            24.3sec 
read.fwf()                   17.8min
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fixed width files

480,174 x 156 - 1.05 Gb file
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length(vroom_lines(file))                         501 ms 
length(data.table::fread(file, sep = "\n",  
                         header = FALSE)[1]])    9.19sec 
length(readr::read_lines(file))                 11.82sec 
length(readLines(file))                         20.72sec

Counting lines
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14,776,616 lines - 1.55 Gb file
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Writing
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vroom_write(df, "taxi.tsv.gz", delim = "\t")
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Writing
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vroom_write(df, "taxi.tsv.gz", delim = "\t")

gzip support 
in  

data.table dev
el
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📦 install.packages("vroom") 

🕸 vroom.r-lib.org 

📹 bit.ly/vroom-yt 

🐛 github.com/r-lib/vroom/issues

 @jimhester 

 @jimhester_

🏎💨 vroom
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